The morning blood pressure surge: therapeutic implications.
Adverse cardiovascular events such as myocardial infarction, stroke, arrhythmias, and sudden cardiac death are well known to follow a circadian pattern, peaking in the morning hours of 6 AM to 12 PM. Many physiologic factors have been shown to follow a circadian pattern and together may create an environment that promotes intraluminal thrombi formation. Blood pressure follows this pattern with a "dip" at night and an increase on awakening. This morning surge may lead to hemodynamic forces that predispose patients to plaque rupture. The clinical impression of these known physiologic patterns associated with adverse cardiovascular events suggests that a strict treatment schedule targeting this phenomenon is needed. The goal of this review is to provide clinicians with an overview, allowing for informed decisions about chronotherapeutic formulations tailored to provide blood pressure control throughout the day and night.